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ABSTRACT 
 
Automatic or semi-automatic stereoscopic image quality assessment has arisen due to 
the recent diffusion of a new generation of stereoscopic technologies and content demand. 
Thereby, there is a growth in asking for algorithms of Stereoscopic Image Quality Metrics 
(SIQA). In this paper, we present a method for assessing the stereoscopic image quality, 
QUALITAS. QUALITAS is grounded on some human visual system features such as 
contrast sensitivity, effect of disparate image quality in left and right images, and distance 
perception, which do not depend on the images being tested. QUALITAS is defined in five 
stages. Instead of averaging individual qualities of the stereo-pair, QUALITAS introduces 
Contrast Band-Pass Filtering on a wavelet domain at both views, namely our algorithm 
perceptually weights left and right images depending on certain viewing conditions. This 
paper includes the comparison of 27 Metrics SIQA proposed by 16 authors, which 
summarizes the work made in this field in the recent five years, on image database LIVE 
3D. Some algorithms can be combined with any 2D/Normal Image Quality Assessments 
(NIQA), giving as a result that QUALITAS was compared against 221 Metrics. QUALITAS 
obtained the best results in terms of overall performance of correlation coefficients. We 
conclude all metrics in SIQA-SET are simple modifications of NIQA, which take into 
account some extra characteristics from the disparity map (usually depth variances). 
Instead QUALITAS incorporates disparity masking in addition to divide 3D scenario in two 
parts: background and foreground planes. Moreover QUALITAS employs a contrast band-
pass filtering, so dynamic  parameters are considered as observational distance. It 
includes loss of correlation, luminance and  contrast distortion. It takes into account the 
visual differences between left  and right images, employing a penalization depending on 
their wavelet energy. Thus, the novelty of QUALITAS lies in combining some the best 
features of stereoscopic image quality assessments. 
 
KEYWORDS: Stereoscopic image quality, Quality assessment databases, 2D image 
quality. 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Figure 1 depicts a general scheme of stereoscopic imaging, which is divided in three 
blocks objective assessment (in green), subjective assessment (in blue), and strength of 
relationship (in red). Objective assessment is a subsystem constituted by the following 
parts: 
1) Input: Left and right images. 
2) Process: Stereoscopic coding. 
3) Output: Stereoscopic image. 
4) Feedback: Stereoscopic image quality assessment (SIQA). 
 
Bertalanffy in [1] proposed the general systems theory, which describes that Feedback 
verifies how efficient the Process is. So, the main goal of the SIQA is to measure in the 
stereoscopic image either image quality or degradation of the original stereo-pair whereas 
for the process of stereoscopic Coding is to obtain the least possible degradation of the 
original stereo-pair. In other words, any kind stereoscopic image coder employed in 3D 
Cinema, for instance, needs to support its results using a SIQA. This lead us to mention 
that the recent growth of stereoscopic algorithms goes hand in hand to the growth of the 
way to predict its quality. Thereby, the algorithms that assess the quality of a stereoscopic 
image has gained great importance. 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Block diagram of a general system for stereoscopic assessing. 
 
It is reasonable to base SIQA from NIQA, since the observers employed in 
psychophysical experiments or subjective assessments [2], [3], [4] evaluate image 
quality from different slices in 2D scenario, which depend of the apparent distance. 
 
STEREOSCOPIC IMAGE QUALITY ASSESSMENTS 
 
OBJECTIVE ASSESSMENTS 
 
From Figure 1 (green block, Objective Assessment), the main goal of any the 
stereoscopic image quality is to predict a subjective response, namely finding a 
predicted MOS (MOSp). Then, Table I shows the 27 stereoscopic metrics from 16 
authors, this set of 27 metrics will be call henceforth SIQA-SET. It is worth noting 
that some authors propose more than one metric and we maintain the metric name 
that they gave them. Thus, we eventually will refer to a certain metric by the name 
that appears in the corresponding row, not by its author. Also, SIQA-SET was 
coded ourselves in MatLab. 
 
Table 1. Stereoscopic image quality assessments. 
 
 
 
 
SUBJECTIVE ASSESSMENTS 
 
In the field of subjective stereoscopic image quality assessment, few image 
databases have been developed. We have employed LIVE 3D stereoscopic image 
database of the Laboratory for Image and Video Engineering of the University of 
Texas at Austin (USA. LIVE 3D contains standardized psychophysical experiments 
[40] and their stereoscopic images quality data are based on observer opinion 
score, collected with individual quality judgments, in Figure 1 the blue block 
Subjective Assessment). In each trial, the images are rated on a scale of excellent, 
good, fair, poor, and bad. Then, by means of statistical procedures, the data are 
processed, finally obtaining the mean opinion scores (MOS). Each stereoscopic 
image database applies different statistical procedures; the reader can refer to the 
citation for the details. Additionally, MOS merges results of different types in a form 
that allows the comparison with any kind of stereoscopic assessment metric. Since 
SIQA predicts subjective responses, namely it obtains a predicted MOS or MOSp. 
 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 
From Figure 1 red block, strength of relationship between normalized MOS and 
MOSp is measured by a Performance Measure (PM), such as correlation 
coefficient. Strength of relationship gauges how strong is the tendency of two 
variables to move in the same or opposite direction. The performance measures 
used are:  
• Spearman’s Rank Ordered Correlation Coefficient (SROCC), 
• Kendall’s Rank Ordered Correlation Coefficient (KROCC), 
• Pearson’s Linear Correlation Coefficient (LCC) and 
• Root-Mean-Squared Error (RMSE). 
 
Any correlation coefficient value close to 1 indicates good correlation with 
human perception, while lower values of RMSE indicate better performance. 
 
Table 2 shows the performance of an overall experimental result, which includes 
all SIQA of the SIQA-SET in addition to QUALITAS. Thus, QUALITAS correlates in 
93.92% and 76.68%, Figure 11, being the metric that obtains the best LCC and 
KROCC, respectively. In terms of SROCC, the best ranking metric is d2   UQI, 
since it is best with 93.35%. Also, based on these results, DQmap2 is the most 
accurate metric not only for all set of distortions considered but also for JPEG2000 
and JPEG distortions. Regarding only these image compressiondistortions, 
QUALITAS is the best ranking metric in both distortions obtaining the highest 
correlation in both rank ordered coefficients. 
 
Table 2. Overall performance across SIQA-SET including QUALITAS in predicting 
perceived stereoscopic image quality. 
 
 
 
CONCLUSIONS  
 
This paper includes the comparison of 27 Metrics SIQA proposed by 16 authors, which 
summarizes the work made in this field in the recent five years. Some algorithms can be 
combined with any NIQA, giving as a result that QUALITAS was compared against 221 
Metrics. 
 
QUALITAS obtained the best results in terms of overall performance of correlation 
coefficients either LCC, SROCC or KROCC with 93.92%, 93.34% (just 0.01% below the 
best one), and 76.68%. For Root Mean Squared Error, QUALITAS did not get the best 
results, because it was developed with the aim of increasing any kind of correlation 
coefficient at certain times sacrificing accuracy. 
 
We conclude all metrics in SIQA-SET are simple modifications of NIQA, which take in to 
account some extra characteristics from the disparity map (usually depth variances). 
Instead QUALITAS incorporates disparity masking in addition to divide 3D scenario in two 
parts: background and foreground planes. 
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